Novel Auxiliary Power Unit Configuration Based On Fuel Cell Technology for Civil Aircraft Application
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Abstract:
This paper proposes novel Fuel Cell Auxiliary Power Unit (FCAPU) for J150+ aircraft application. The primary version of APU in J150+ aircraft is a gas turbine Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) which is based on gas turbine jet engine but in the suggested FCAPU, the generated electrical power is achieved from chemical energy with higher efficiency. The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) technology is used to generate the electrical energy and MATLAB software is applied to simulate the SOFC performance in the J150+ aircraft. The simulation results show the FCAPU ability to generate the proper electrical energy with lower cost and higher reliability in comparison with the ordinary APU. Index Terms - Auxiliary Power Unit, Generator, Fuel Cell, Aircraft
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1. Introduction

Aircraft is one of the growing sources of greenhouse gas emissions. The European Union is going forward to decrease aircraft emissions [1-2]. On the other hand, there is increasing interest about “more-electric” aircraft. The idea of More Electric Aircraft (MEA) is to replace the pneumatic and hydraulic systems with electrical power. The move towards MEA has been directed using larger power generation which leads to more gas emissions. Auxiliary power unit (APU) is a gas turbine mounted usually in the tail of the aircraft. A large part of total emissions of an aircraft is produced by the APU. APU is not efficient and is large sources of heat and emissions [1]. One of the purposes of APU is providing electrical energy (115VAC, 400Hz) for aircraft systems during ground conditions. Here the main engines are off and APU provides electricity power for an aircraft. Another utilization of APU is in emergency conditions, when one or two main electrical generators are lost. A fuel cell is a system that combines hydrogen and oxygen as a fuel to produce electricity, heat, and water [3]. The APU will be replaced by a Fuel Cell Auxiliary Power Unit (FCAPU) system to reduce pollution. Fuel cells are an energy aircraft manufacturer’s dream: an efficient, combustion-less and pollution-free power source. Fuel cells are an alternative power source to provide the electric power for the more electric aircraft [4-5]. Unlike the APU, the FCAPU would be more efficient. The FCAPU not only has no exhaust, but also it has warm air and pure water, both of which could be used onboard the aircraft. So far most studies have focused on using fuel cells as a battery in aircraft. Few studies have been done on examining to replace APUs with fuel cells [6-8].

Generally, two kinds of fuel cells has been used as follows:

- Low temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFCs)
- High temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFCs)

Both of them seem to be conceivable to enter the aviation markets [9]. However, in this paper, it is shown that SOFC has much higher efficiencies and thus potential to replace conventional APU. The SOFC has a solid oxide electrolyte. Benefits of this include stability, low emissions, high efficiency, fuel flexibility and low cost [12]. The operating temperature is around 500 and 1,000 °C, which leads longer start-up. However, makes this suitable candidate for some application in aircraft such as APU systems [12].

2. Integration of fuel cell to electrical power system

The electrical power generation of J150+ contains:

- Two engine-driven alternating current generators with nominal power 90kVA
- An auxiliary power unit (APU) alternating current generator with nominal power 90kVA
- An emergency generator with nominal power 5kVA that spontaneously outspreaded in case of main generators loss

In normal configuration, both Main AC Buses are split and each engine-driven generator supplies it’s associated. Main AC Bus by its Generator Line Contactor (GLC) and Vital AC Bus (VAB) is normally powered from Main AC Bus by a contactor. DC Battery Bus and the Vital DC Bus (VDB) are normally powered by the transformer rectifier unit (TRU). Two batteries are jointed to the DC Battery Bus (DBB) by the Battery Charge Limiter (BCL).

In case of Loss of one or two main electrical generators (IDG1 & 2), The APU would now power both sides of the electrical system. In Fig. 1, the conventional APU is replaced by the proposed FCAPU. The proposed FCAPU directly produces DC electrical power and the power converter is used to provide power to 115VAC Buses.

Also during emergency condition, Fuel cells are not capable to supply the power demanded since they have a very slow response. The FCAPU like main electric power supplier can locate in the center of the aircraft; this makes the distances to major load centers are minimized. Also the anti-ice systems on the wings can use heat from the fuel cell exhaust as shown in Fig. 2.

3. Proposed FCAPU structure

The proposed FCAPU includes two fuel cell stacks, a DC/DC boost converter, DC/AC converter, multiple controllers and an energy storage system. Since fuel cell has a very slow response, the energy storage system will provide instant power [10].
3.1. Fuel cell model

SOFCs are a category of fuel cells determined because of utilization of a solid oxide material as an electrolyte. SOFCs apply a solid oxide electrolyte to conduct negative oxygen ions travel from positive side (cathode) to the negative side (anode) as shown in Fig. 4. The electrochemical oxidation of the carbon or hydrogen monoxide with oxygen ions therefore happens on the negative side. The fuel reacts with oxygen to produce electricity. The SOFC reactions are:

Anode: \( \text{H}_2 + \text{O}_2^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + 2 \text{e}^- \)

Cathode: \( \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2 + 2 \text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{O}^-_2 \)

Overall: \( \text{H}_2 + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} \)

Per cell voltage is 0.7~0.85 V and can be calculated using equation (1):

\[
V = E_i - iR_{\text{th}} - \eta_{\text{cathode}} - \eta_{\text{anode}}
\]

where,

\( E_i \): Nernst potential

\( R_{\text{th}} \): Thevenin equivalent
As mentioned, fuel cells generate small electrical voltages, to deliver the demanded energy; they combined in series and in parallel to higher voltage and current levels, respectively. Such as a design is named a "stack". The stack frame intended this work is like to reference [12] with a little changes. In [12], the FC design is based on the Delphi Gen4 stack; Power density at 0.825V/cell in the active area (508cm² / cell) of the cell is estimated to be 0.76 watt/cm². The FCAPUs comprised two shunt stacks. Each stack comprises 97 cells (total of 194 cells) in order to prepare the total power for two stacks is:

\[
(194\text{cells}) \times \left( \frac{508\text{cm}^2}{\text{cell}} \right) \times \left( \frac{0.76\text{W}}{\text{cm}^2} \right) = 80\text{ kW} \tag{2}
\]

Table I lists the SOFC characteristics used in this paper.

### SOFC characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temp. (°C)</td>
<td>800-1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Efficiency</td>
<td>44%-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Density at 0.825V/Cell</td>
<td>0.76 watt/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Area</td>
<td>(508cm²/cell)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### A. Electrolyzer Model

In this paper, oxygen flow rate and fuel control at desired values has been proposed in [10]. Electrolyser operates in four main conditions:

- In normal configuration
- In case of loss of one main electrical generators:
  - In this condition one or two generators is running due to \( V_{\text{AB}} \) is supplied and a portion of its energy is traveled to the electrolyser to produce oxygen and hydrogen for the utilization in the other mode.
  - Aircraft start-up or in case of loss of two main electrical generators

The reserved oxygen and hydrogen are traveled to Fuel Cell in order to produce electrical energy for aircraft start-up as shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Configuration of SOFC with electrolyzer, O2 and H2 tanks](image)

### 3.2. DC/DC boost converter Model

The DC/DC boost converter performs the function voltage regulation. This is a power converter that rises up the input 80V voltage to generate a superior 115V output voltage. The DC/DC boost converter and its control structure are illustrated in Fig. 5. DC/DC boost converter comprises:

- One switch, (a MOSFET or IGBT (SW1))
- Diode (D)
- Inductor (L)
- Capacitor (COUT).

The function of the DC/DC boost converter is a switch that control an inductor. The inductor alternatively stores energy with connecting to source voltage and discharging this energy into the load [13].

![Fig. 6. DC/DC boost converter and control structure](image)
3.4. Inverter Model

Fig. 7 shows the structure of a three-phase PWM inverter connected to DC/DC boost converter output and aircraft’s transfer bus. The inverter comprises [14-18]:

- A three-phase bridge.
- A three-phase filter to eliminate the distortion in the voltage waveform produced at the ac side of the inverter.
- Line inductors to restrict the rate of change of the current flowing through the ac side of the inverter.
- Current and voltage sensors
- A current control loop

[Diagram of inverter structure]

The three-phase inverter is connected to DC/DC boost converter output and aircraft’s transfer bus.

4. Simulation results

The performance of the proposed FCAPU is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK. A 3-phase inverter is used after DC-DC converter to connect it to main AC bus of the J150+ aircraft.

[Graphs of output voltage and current]

Fig 8-10 show DC-DC converter’s output voltage, applied to the inverter. Moreover, Figs. 9 and 10 shows the 3-phase for worst and best THD circumstance. The proposed FCAPU could generate the Oxygen usage for aircraft. Simulation results successfully show ability of the proposed FCAPU in twin engine aircraft application.

5. Conclusion

Potential benefits of utilization fuel cells as an electrical power source include reduction in aircraft engine size, efficient energy conversion, and low gas emissions. The most expectancy type of fuel cells for commercial aircraft is SOFC. Several technical challenges exist to incorporating fuel cells as power sources in J150+ aircraft. Challenges for fuel cell development include continued development of electrical actuators, efficient power control systems, and high power electronics. Each of these is needed to enable the MEA architecture necessary to fully utilize fuel-cell-generated electricity.
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